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Service pack releases to 4.10 POS
Due to demands in projects and in the market, we have released five minor

versions adding to the 4.10 main release:

- V4.10.1: Rework customer search to only handle name and email

- V4.10.2: Add mobile phone to customer search

- V4.10.3: Svea integration cant handle amount discounts. EOD fix. Card

payment sums fixed in Z report

- V4.10.4: Max batch size set for Journal Pusher

- V4.10.5: Vipps MobilePay ePayment API released. Customer search changed

to be triggered when pushing enter
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These are the major changes in Extenda GO POS version 4.11

This version covers work done in sprints 79,80 and 81.

Note that from POS 4.11, minimum iOS version supported for GO POS is 16.4,

meaning that iPhone 8, iPads of type Air 2 or iPad Mini 4 are no longer able

to get updates to GO POS. The need for this comes from updating Adyen SDK to

support tap to pay on iPhone and the NYC1 terminal.



New features
- Season tickets are now available, valid for all sessions of a ticket

event

- Category based promotions are now supported. This is a massive

improvement for shops and chains with many products and promotions, as

with this new promotion qualification, you only list the categories that

are included in the promotion, the categories are not expanded into

product lists. This means a huge decrease in the data needed to be

downloaded to POS. This is also a more dynamic qualification, because

products added after you defined the promotion will still be qualified

if they are associated with a selected product category. Inheritance is

also supported, so all products in subcategories of the ones selected

are also qualified

- You can now split bill by number of persons in addition to splitting per

items

- You can now cancel tickets to refund them, as long as the corresponding

session has not ended

- Duplicado receipt image added for Portuguese fiscal law

- Diller API improvements for stamp cards

- Star mc Label 3 printer supported, super for printing line labels for

KDS, tickets on sticky paper and also OK for price labels

- You can now select printer to use for tickets , receipts and labels. As

we now support sticky paper printers like Seiko SLP720RT and Star mc

Label 3, you can select to print tickets to these printers to support

for instance tickets for boats overnight in marinas

- Customer email is now prefilled when sending email receipt copy from POS

backoffice

- You can now select how many products to return from datasource searches

from a new parameter

- Settlement report for Nets Connect at Cloud is now printed

- Merchant Payment Reference (MPR) is now added to payment requests for

Nets Connect at Cloud, enabling omnichannel returns in Nets portal

- GO POS will now show you a warning if you run low on stock when a

product is put into bill. If this sale will give you zero or negative

stock, or bring you below minimum quantity when this is defined, you get

a warning icon on the bill line



- POS now supports the new tracking categories that can be defined in

backoffice. An example of this is an ice cream truck that through the

week covers many different routes. With the routes defined as tracking

category options you need to select a route when logging into the

register, and this tracking category option will be stored in each sale,

allowing you to keep track of which route a sale was made on. Sales per

tracking category will be visible in Kibana and product sales csv export

- Maltese price codes are now treated differently than the norm, as no

multiplication of the price is done between 20,21 and 22 series

barcodes. The behaviour is triggered when the country of the master user

is Malta

- Image for ticket type is now shown as a background to the page when a

ticket is sold in POS

- Language selection per shop now allows receipts, tickets, gift cards and

price labels to be printed in the language selected for the shop. This

means shops in Switzerland can print receipts in German, French or

Italian even though they belong to the same master user. Display

language in POS is selected independently.

- Location management has been improved to save battery on the device, we

are now checking the location only when we need to save the coordinates

for the sale in the order.

- Customer info user interface has been improved for readability

New parameters
- POS.Setting.DataSourceResultLimit, default value 50

Bugs fixed
Numerous fixes and improvements have been made.

- E-commerce icon stays clicked on after purchase

- Parsing error for long vat rate numbers in Fiskaly

- Description is missing for datasource items

- Rounding error with Fiskaly and amount discounts fixed

- POS backoffice show stock for product types that do not have stock

- Adyen terminal disconnects in self checkout mode



- Unsold gift cards turn up on EOD report

- Loyalty points are not registered to customer

- Don’t show original price for bundle if bundle price is larger than

original price

Complete issue list
Many of the issues registered as bugs are findings in functional testing and

regression testing, so called QA bugs. Few of the bugs have actually been

detected in production.






